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Introduction
Group algebras K[G] of poly cyclic-by-finite groups are easily-defined,
interesting examples of right and left Noetherian rings. Since prime
rings and prime ideals are the basic building blocks in the Goldie theory
of Noetherian rings, the determination of the structure of the prime
ideals of K[G] is certainly of importance. In a recent fundamental paper
[8], Roseblade proved that G has a characteristic subgroup Go of finite
index such that the prime ideals of K[G0]

 c a n De described in a
particularly nice manner. Furthermore, he showed that this type of
description does not, in general, apply to K[G]. In this paper, we offer a
slightly different, somewhat more complicated formulation which does
indeed describe the primes of K[G].

Observe that the group algebra K[G] can be written as
K[G] = K[G0] * (G/Go), a crossed product of the finite group H = G/Go

over the ring R = K[G0]. Furthermore, a recent paper [5] of the authors
studies the general crossed product situation R*H with H finite and
offers a rather complicated scheme for describing the prime ideals of
R • H in terms of those of R. Since the situation here is certainly much
more special, the general scheme, as expected, simplifies enormously
and allows us to lift information from R = K[G0] to K[G]. Thus the
proofs of the main results of this paper use crossed-product techniques,
frequently well disguised, and ultimately rest on the structure of the
primes in R = K[G0], that is, on the basic work of Roseblade. To
describe these new results, we first require a number of definitions, most
of which come from [8].

In the following definitions and theorems of the introduction, K[G]
will always denote the group algebra of a polycyclic-by-finite group G
over a field K.

DEFINITIONS. Let N be a subgroup of G and let / be an ideal of K[G].
(1) N is said to be orbital in G if [G: NG(iV)] < oo, that is, if N has only

finitely many conjugates under the action of G. N is an isolated orbital
subgroup if N is orbital and if there are no orbital subgroups M of G with
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M 3 N (where => denotes strict inclusion) and [M :N] < oo.
(2) A(£) = {xeG\[G: CG{x)] < oo}. This is the f.c. centre of G and

G = A(6r) if and only if G is finite-by-abelian. Furthermore, we let VG(N)
denote the complete inverse image in NG(iV) of &(NG(N)/N).

(3) p = {x e G | x — 1 e / } . Thus V is the kernel of the homomorph-
ism G -> K[G]/I so that V is a normal subgroup of G and / is the
complete inverse image in G of an ideal of K[G/P]. If N -o G we say
that / is almost faithful sub N if and only if V ^N and [N: /f] < oo.

(4) Let H be a subgroup of G and let L be an ideal of K[H]. Then

£G = Id^L-KiG]) = C\GLX'K[G].

Here Id stands for 'the largest ideal contained in' and it is a simple
matter to see that this definition makes sense. Indeed, suppose / is an
ideal contained in L-K[G]. Since I = Ix for all x e G, we have
/ £ (L-K[G])X = LX-K[G] and hence / c P\xeGLx • K[O] = LG. On the
other hand, the right-hand term LG is surely a G-invariant right ideal of
K[G] and hence xLG = LGx c £G for all x e G. Thus £G is a two-sided
ideal and in fact the unique largest such contained in L-K[G].

We can now state

THEOREM I (Existence). If P is a prime ideal of K[G], then there exists
an isolated orbital subgroup N of G and an almost faithful sub N prime
ideal L of K[VG(N)] with P = LG.

DEFINITION. In the above context, if P = L° we call any such N a
vertex of P and write N = vx(P). Moreover, for this N, any such L is a
source of P.

THEOREM II (Uniqueness). If P is a prime ideal of K[G], then the
vertices of P are unique up to conjugation in G. Furthermore if N is any
such vertex, the sources of P for this N are unique up to conjugation by

THEOREM III (Converse). IfN is an isolated orbital subgroup ofG and if
L is an almost faithful sub N prime ideal of i£[VG(iV)], then LG is a prime
ideal of K[G].

At this point, it is necessary for us to assume that the reader is
familiar with the basic results and remaining definitions of [8].
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Furthermore, we note that the main results of the latter paper hold for
all poly cyclic-by-finite groups, rather than just for polycyclic groups as
claimed. We now consider briefly the relationship between the theorems
stated above and their predecessors in [8].

Let us observe first that if H o G and if L is an ideal of K[H], then it
follows from the freeness of K[G] over K[H] that

LG= H LX-K[G] = ( 0 LX)-K[G],
x eG xeG

and we see that LG is controlled by H. Thus, since G is an orbitally sound
group if and only if each isolated orbital subgroup of G is normal, we see
that Theorem I reduces to [8, Theorem Cl] in the orbitally sound case.
Furthermore, if one merely assumes the weaker condition that
VG(iV) = Vc(coreGi\f) for all isolated orbital subgroups N, then again
VG(iV) is normal in G and VG(N)/coreGN is an f.c. group so Theorem I
reduces to the 'if part of [8, Theorem B]. On the other hand, the 'only if
part of the latter result is surely related to Theorem III.

The following result is not really new. Rather it translates certain
invariants computed in [4] and [8] into the language of vertices and
sources. Recall that the central rank of P, c.r.P, is the transcendence
degree over K of the centre of the classical ring of quotients £(K[G]/P)
of Jbhe prime Noetherian ring K[G]/P. Furthermore, the plinth length
pr(G) is defined in [8, §2.3].

THEOREM IV (Invariants). If P is a prime ideal of K[G] with vertex N
and source L, we have that

(i) c.r.P = c.r.L,
(ii) h g t P =pA(VG(N))-c.r.L, where A = NG(tf),

(iii) if K is a non-absolute field, then P is primitive if and only if
dimKK[S/G(N)]/L < oo.

Finally, we have opted to make this paper independent of the crossed-
product work in [5]. This certainly lengthens the present manuscript,
but considerably eases the prerequisites for reading it. On the other
hand, for the reader who is somewhat familiar with [5], we offer in the
next two paragraphs a brief description of the relationship between the
latter paper and the proof given here, stressing in particular the way in
which this proof was motivated.

Reference [5] studies prime ideals in crossed products R • G of finite
groups and, without loss of generality, one can assume that R is a G-
prime ring. There are then two cases to consider. If R is prime, then [5,
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§2] introduces a suitable ring of quotients of R and sets up an
appropriate one-to-one correspondence describing the prime ideals. In
some sense, there are really just two key ingredients determined by this
quotient ring, namely the extended centroid of R and the JT-inner
automorphisms. Several years ago, Formanek [2] computed the
extended centroid of an arbitrary group ring using A-methods and it is
clear that one can also determine the JC-inner automorphisms in the
same way. Thus if R is a group ring, then these A-methods should handle
the extension from RtoR*G quite nicely. Furthermore, it was shown in
[4] that A-methods also work modulo a standard prime, that is modulo
the type of prime ideal which occurs in the group algebra of an orbitally
sound group. Because of this, it is clear that using these methods we can
describe the extensions necessary for this paper. However, as it turns
out, there is really very little that has to be done. Indeed [4, Proposition
1.4] is all that is required in the course of the proof.

The second case is the general case with R a 6r-prime ring. Here [5, § 3]
introduces the maps v and d which afford a one-to-one correspondence
between certain prime ideals of R*G and of R*H, where H is the
stabilizer in G of a minimal prime of R. Admittedly the original
formulation of these maps in the above-mentioned paper is useful there
from a theoretical point of view, but they are certainly less convenient
computationally. Thus, in this case, our concern is with making the map
v more understandable and, as we will show in §3, for the sake of
completeness, we have Lv = LG in general. With this observation, the
results of this paper follow rather quickly from Roseblade's work.
Furthermore, the isolated orbital subgroups show up here because, as is
pointed out in [8, §3.1], among 'nearby' orbital subgroups, their
normalizers are largest.

1. Crossed products
In this section we obtain the crossed-product results necessary for the

main theorems and, as was indicated in the introduction, this work will
not depend upon reference [5]. In fact, we are able to offer a completely
different argument here, which is a good deal shorter than the original,
by assuming throughout that the rings involved are Noetherian. Many
of the preliminary lemmas are well known in a slightly different context.
Furthermore, the proof of the key result here is conceptually quite
simple. However, since we are not computing invariants but rather
determining ideals set-theoretically, it is necessary carefully and
precisely to describe certain embeddings. In other words, it is not
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sufficient just to know that certain rings are isomorphic; we
must really understand these isomorphisms.

LEMMA 1.1. Let S be a ring.
(i) Suppose 1 = ex + e2 +... 4- en is a decomposition of 1 in S into a sum

ofn orthogonal idempotents. Let U bea group of units ofS and suppose that
U permutes the set {el}e2, ...,en] transitively by conjugation. Then
S = Mn(T), the ring ofnxn matrices over a suitable subring T cz e^Se^,
and ex plays the role of the matrix unit e n .

(ii) Suppose S = Mn{T) and let {ê -} denote the set of matrix units of S.
Then the maps I -• e n / e n and L -> SLS yield a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the two-sided ideals I of S and the two-sided ideals L of the
ring enSen ^ T. Furthermore, I is prime if and only ife^Ien is prime.

Proof, (i) This is [7, Lemma 6.1.6].
(ii) This follows from the well-known fact that every ideal / of Mn{T)

is of the form Mn(J) for some ideal J of T.

DEFINITION. If T is an additive subgroup of a ring S, we let Ids(T)
denote the sum of all ideals of S contained in T. This is surely the largest
ideal of S contained in T.

Now let R * G denote a crossed product of the group G over the ring R,
so that R* G is a free .R-module with basis G = {x\ x e G}. If H is a
subgroup of G and if L is an ideal of R * H, we define LG = \&Rt G{LG).
Thus G determines a map from J(R * H), the set of ideals of R * H, to
J(R*G).

LEMMA 1.2. Let H be a subgroup of G and let L be an ideal of R*H.
(i) We have

LG = IdR.G(LG)= fj (LGf= n L*Q.
xeG xeG

(ii) IfH^G, then LG = {C\xeGIf)G.
(iii) IfH^A^G, then LG = (LA)G.

Proof, (i) If/ is an ideal of R * G contained in LG, then, since / is G-
invariant, we have / ^ Dx 6 G (LGf. On the other hand, since
DxeG(LGf = C\xeGLiG, this intersection is clearly a left R-module, a
right R * (9-module, and it is Cr-invariant. Thus it is a two-sided ideal
and hence equal to IdRtG(LG) = LG.
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(ii) If H <3 G, then each L* is an ideal of R * H. Hence it follows from
the freeness of R*G over R*H, that

J-G r\ Txn — i C\ Tx\n
Li — I I LJ Or — \ \ \ LJ ){jr.

x eG x eG

(iii) Set

M = LA = 0 {LA)* = 0 LaA.
a e A a e A

Since R * G is free over i? * ^4, it then follows that

(C\ LSA)O = 0
a e /4 a e A

and hence clearly

= M G = n (-we?)* = n
x e G x e G

At this point, and for the remainder of this section, we assume that
R*G is a crossed product with G a finite group and with R a right
Noetherian ring. Thus R*G, being a finitely generated R-module, is also
right Noetherian. We note that G permutes the ideals of R and if L is a
G-invariant ideal of R, then L*G = LG is an ideal of R*G and we have
the natural isomorphism (R * G)/(L * G) ^ (R/L) * G. Furthermore, the
G-in variant ideal L is said to be G-prime if and only if, for all Ĝ -in variant
ideals J\ and J2 of R, J\J2 ^ L implies Jy <= L or J2 <= L. In the
following lemma, part (ii) is Incomparability and part (iv) is Going
Down.

LEMMA 1.3. Let R*G be given.
(i) If I is an ideal of R*G, then I nR is a G-invariant ideal of R.

Furthermore, if I is prime, then I nR is G-prime.
(ii) / / / D P are ideals of R*G with P prime, then I r\R ID PnR.
(iii) Let J 3 L be ideals of R with L being G-invariant and let

":R*G > {R*G)/(L*G) = R*G

be the natural map. If I is an ideal of R*G with I 3 J, then I n R = J if
and only if I n R = J.

(iv) If Lisa G-prime ideal ofR, then Lisa semiprime ideal. Moreover,
if P is a prime ideal of R*G with P 3 L, then P is a minimal covering
prime of L*G if and only if P n R = L.

Proof, (i) Since / and R are G-invariant, so is / n R. Furthermore,
suppose / is prime and that Jt and J2 are (-^-invariant ideals of J? with
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J^J2 ^ 1- Then (Jl * G) (J2 *G) <= / and, since / is prime, we have
J, * G <= / for some i and therefore J^I n R.

(ii) Since R*G is right Noetherian, the proof of [3, Theorem 1.37]
asserts that there exists an element a 6 / which is regular modulo P.
Moreover, since R * G is a Noetherian jR-module, there exists an integer
m ^ 1 with

am 6 R+otR+a2R + ...+otm~1R.
This yields a monic equation of the form am + am~Vm_! + ... +r0 = 0
with ri e R. In particular, this expression is also contained in P and we
can now choose n ^ 1 minimal such that a" + a"~ lsn _ x +... + s0 e P for
some st e R. If s0 e P, then, since a is regular modulo P, we obtain either
1 e P if n = loran"1+a"~25n_! + ...+«! eP i f? i> 1 and both of these
are contradictions. Thus s0 £ P. On the other hand, P c / and a e / so
s0 e / . Therefore, s0 e InR and s0 $ PnR.

(iii) Assume TnR = J. Then ( / n R ) ~ ^ InR = J so

InR^(J + L*G)nR = J and InR = J.

Conversely, let / n i? = J and let a e / n .R. We can of course assume
that a 6 R. But I ^> L*G, so I is the complete inverse image of / and
hence a e I also. Thus a€ I nR = J, a e / , and we conclude that
TnR = J.

(iv) Suppose first that L = 0 and hence that ̂  is a (?-prime ring. Then
i? is semiprime since the nilpotent radical of R is a G-invariant nilpotent
ideal and hence must be zero. If P n R = 0, then it follows immediately
from (ii) above that P is a minimal prime of R * G. Conversely, suppose
PnR^O. Since lR{PnR)-(PnR) = 0 and since both these ideals are
G-in variant, we conclude that lR(P n R) = 0 and hence that P n R is an
essential right ideal of R. It now follows from [3, Theorem 1.37, proof]
that P nR contains a regular element r G R. Then r is clearly also regular
in R * G and since r, being an element of P, is not regular modulo P, we
conclude from [3, Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.17] that P is not a minimal
prime of R * G.

Finally, let L be arbitrary and use the notation of (iii) above with
J = L. In particular, if P 2 L, then P nR = L if and only if P n R = 0.
Since P is a minimal covering prime of L * G if and only if P is a minimal
prime of R * G, the work of the preceding paragraph yields the result.

If R is a right Ore ring, then, by definition, R has a classical right ring
of quotients £{R). In particular, by [3, Theorem 1.37], this always
occurs when R is semiprime and furthermore in this case Sl{R) is
necessarily a semisimple Artinian ring.
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In the next three lemmas we make the further assumption that R is a
Cr-prime ring. We fix notation so that Q is a minimal prime ideal of R and
so that H is the stabilizer of Q in G. Additional notation is introduced in
the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.4. Let R, G, Q and H be as above.
(i) Then R is a semiprime ring and in fact

xeG

Thus the minimal primes of R are precisely the G-conjugates of Q.
Furthermore, if N = C]x^ HQS, then Q = ann N and N = annQ.

(ii) The natural map R -> R/Q extends to an epimorphism
2{R) -• £{R/Q) with kernel Q£{R).

(iii) IfQ3{R) = (1 — e)£(R) for some central idem/potent e e Q{R),thene
is in fact centrally primitive and e£(R) ^ Q(R/Q).

Proof, (i) Since R is a 6r-prime ring, it is semiprime by Lemma 1.3 (iv).
Thus if Q = Qi,Q2, ->Qm

 a r e *ne finitely many minimal primes of R,
then these are permuted by G and we have the irredundant intersection
0 = f]Qi. Let/ = C]x 6 GQ*a,nd let J be the intersection of the remaining
minimal primes. Then, since / and J are both G-invariant and IJ = 0, it
follows that / = 0 and that the Q* are all the minimal primes of R.

Now observe that NQ = 0. Thus if A = ann Q, then A 2 N and for all
x $ H we have Q* 2 0 = AQ. Hence we see that Q* 3 A so N 2 A and
N = ann$. Similarly we can deduce that Q = anniV.

(ii) Since R is semiprime, £(R) = RT~l exists, where T denotes the
set of regular elements of R. Let : R -*• R/Q denote the natural
epimorphism. Then it follows from [3, Lemma 2.17] that T consists of
regular elements of R. Furthermore, since T is a right divisor set in R
and is an epimorphism, it is clear that T is a right divisor set in R.
Hence the ring RT~l exists. It is now trivial to verify that the map
RT~^ -> RT'1 given by rt~l -*• rl~l is a well-defined ring epimorph-
ism extending the original map R -> R. But RT~l = £(R) is a
semisimple Artinian ring, so we see that R is an order in the Artinian
ring RT~l and hence clearly J2(R) = RT~l. Since the kernel of the map
2(R) -> £{R) is QT~l = Q£(R), this part is proved.

(iii) Since J£(R) is a semisimple Artinian ring and Q2{R) is a two-sided
ideal, by (ii) above, we know that Q3{R) = (1 — e)£(R) for some central
idempotent e. Thus by (ii) again, e£L{R) ca £(R/Q) and, by [3, Corollary
1.38] the latter ring is simple since R/Q is prime. Thus we see that e is a
centrally primitive idempotent of
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We know that R * G is right Noetherian, but of course it need not be a
semiprime ring even if R is 6r-prime. Thus there is no a priori reason to
believe that Q(R * G) exists. However, we show that it does in the next
lemma. Note that parts (i) and (ii) below only require that R be a
semiprime ring.

LEMMA 1.5. We use the above notation.
(i) Q(R * G) = £(R) * G exists and is a right Artinian ring.
(ii) The maps P -> P£{R) and P' -* P' n(R*G) yield a one-to-one

correspondence between the minimal primes PofR*G and the primes P' of

(iii) £(R*G) = Mn(S) where n = [G:H]. Furthermore, e plays the
role of the matrix unit e n , e is central in Q{R)*H, and

Proof, (i) If T denotes the set of regular elements of R, then T is easily
seen to be a right divisor set of regular elements of R * G. Indeed the
elements of T are surely regular in R * G and if t e T and
oc = %rxxe R*G, then the fractions (t~lrxf = {f)~lrx* e £(R) can all
be written with a common denominator. Hence, for all x in the support
of a, there exist sx e R and fsT with (t~1rxf = sJT1. Setting
j8 = 2%s

x £ R*G, we see immediately that tfi = af and T is indeed a
right divisor set. We conclude that (R*G)T~1 exists and then we see
easily that this ring is just (RT~1) * G = £{R) * G. In other words, R * G
is an order in the Artinian ring Q{R) * G and from this it follows that

(ii) Observe that P£(R*G) = P{R*G)T~l = P£(R). This one-to-
one correspondence now follows immediately from [3, Lemma 2.18]
since Q{R * G) is Artinian.

(iii) Let U denote the group of units of R and set
© = {ux \ u e U, x 6 G) so that © is a group of units ofR*G and hence
of £(R * G). Clearly © acts by conjugation on J&(R). Now R is a (r-prime
ring, so Q{R) is also (r-prime and hence (r-simple. It follows that ©
permutes transitively all the centrally primitive idempotents of &(R). If
the latter are e = ex,e2, ••-,en, then since 1 = ex +e2 + ... +en is an
orthogonal decomposition of 1 in J£(R*G), we conclude from Lemma
l.l(i) that 2L{R*G) = Mn(S), where Scze£{R*G)e. It remains to
identify n and the ring e£(R*G)e.

Since QQ{R) n R = Q, by Lemma 1.4(ii), it is clear that the stabilizer
of Q£(R) in ©is 9) = {ux \ u e U,x e H). But 1 — e is the unique identity
element of Q£(R) so we see that $y is also the stabilizer of e in © and
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hence n = [©:.§] = [G:H]. Finally, if a = IxeGaxx e 2{R)*G with
ax e 2(R), then

e<xe = 2 axexe = 2 axeex~l.x = 2
x e G x eG x e H

since e is orthogonal to its distinct G-conjugates. Hence it follows that
e2{R * G)e = e2L{R) * H and of course e is central in £(R) * H.

We now consider the ring eQ(R) * H in more detail. In the course of
the following proof, we will apply earlier lemmas to the crossed products
R*H and (R/Q) *H = {R*H)/{Q* H). Observe that in the latter case,
R/Q is indeed an H-prime ring.

LEMMA 1.6. Again, we use the above notation.
(i) e£(R)*H ^ £((R/Q)*H).
(ii) Let Li,L2, ...,Lm be the distinct prime ideals of R*H with

LtnR — Q. Then the expressions eLt^(R) are all distinct and yield all the
prime ideals of e£(R) * H. Furthermore, L^R) n{R*H) = L{.

Proof. Observe that, by Lemma 1.4, the map

~: R*H -+ (R*H)/(Q*H) = (R/Q)*H

extends to a map &{R) * H -*• £(R/Q) * H with kernel

Thus we see that e&{R) * H ~ &{R/Q) * H. Moreover, the latter ring is
isomorphic to £((R/Q)*H), by Lemma 1.5(i), so (i) follows.

Now, by Lemma 1.3(iv), LX,L1, ...,Lm are the distinct minimal
primes of R*H and hence they are indeed finite in number.
Furthermore, by Lemma 1.5(ii), the expressions Lt^(R) yield all the
distinct primes of £{R)*H — J2{R*H). Thus the complete inverse
images of these ideals in £(R) * H are also distinct and prime. Since the
complete inverse image of L^R) is

we see that the expressions eLt£(R) are all distinct prime ideals of
e£{R) • H. Moreover, in view of the isomorphism of (i), these account for
all the prime ideals.

Finally, let T denote the set of regular elements of R. Then by [3,
Lemma 2.17] these elements are regular modulo Q and hence, as
elements of R * H, they are regular modulo Q*H. But L, is a minimal
covering prime ofQ*H so, by [3, Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.17], the
elements of T are also regular modulo Lt. Now any finite number of
5388.3.43 I f
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elements of £(R) can be written with a common denominator and hence
it follows that any element ofL^(R) is of the form oct'1 with a e Lt and
t 6 T. Thus if 0 e L^(R) n(R* H), then j8 = at~l so fit = a e L{ and,
since t is regular modulo Lh we conclude that j8 e L,. Hence surely
Li£(R)n(R*H) = Li.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

THEOREM 1.7. Let R*Gbea crossed product of the finite group G over the
right Noetherian ring R. Let Q be a prime ideal of R, set
H = {x e G\ Q* = Q}, and let A be a fixed subgroup of G with A =2 //.

(i) The map G: ^(R*A) -*• ${R*G) yields a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the prime ideals L of R*A with LnR = C\aeAQ& and the
prime ideals P of R*G with PnR = f | x 6 G ^

(ii) SetJ = C\xi AQ\ If P = LG as above, then JL ^Pn{R*A) c l
and L is the unique minimal covering prime of Pn(R*A) with

Proof. We proceed in a series of steps.

Step 1. Suppose that H = A and that (~)x e GQ* = 0. It follows from the
latter assumption that R is a (r-prime ring and that Q is a minimal prime
of R. Hence all the notation of the preceding three lemmas can apply. In
particular, if Ll}L2, ...,Lm denote the distinct prime ideals of R*H
with LiC\R = Q, then, by Lemma 1.6(ii), the expressions eL^R) yield
all the distinct prime ideals of e&{R) * H. Thus since £(R *G) = Mn(S),
by Lemma 1.5(iii), with e playing the role of the matrix unit et x and with
e£{R*G)e = e£(R)*H, it follows from Lemma l.l(ii) that the
expressions

Pi = 2(R * G)eLi2(R)£(R * G)

are distinct and yield all the primes of Sl{R *G). Hence, by Lemmas
1.3(iv) and 1.5(ii), the expressions Pt = P'ir\(R*G) are distinct and
yield all the prime ideals ofR*G with P(nR = 0. It remains to obtain a
simpler formulation for P\ and Pt.

Observe that £{R) • £{R *G) = £{R) * G and that eL^(R) is an ideal of
e£(R * G)e = e£(R) * H. Thus

eP- = e£(R * G)e • eL&R) • £{R * G)

* G) = eLt£(R) * G.
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Now (1 -e)£(R) = Q£{R), so

and hence, by Lemma 1.4(i),

nR = annRQ = N.

We now multiply the above expression for eP\ by any element s e
with se e N. Since {se)Lt <= Z,. we deduce immediately, by considering all
such s, that NP\ c L^R) * G and hence .that

Let a = 2aj^j e Pi with ocj e R*H and with {xj} a right transversal
for H in G. Then it follows from the above and from Lemma 1.6(ii) that,
for each j ,

n{R*H) = Lv

But L{ is a prime ideal of R*H and L,- £N*H, since L(nR = Q is
disjoint from JV. Thus since (JV * H)a.j ^ X,(. we conclude that otj e L{ and
hence that a e LtG. In other words, P ; ^ LtG and, since P£ is an ideal, we
have Pt £ LiG, by definition. Finally, L,G is an ideal of R * G and

L, G nR ^LiGnR = Ltr?R = Q.

Thus since Lt
G n R is (r-invariant and n x 6 G ^ = 0, we deduce that

L,G n i? = 0. Since P,- is prime and Pf £ L,G, it now follows immediately
from Incomparability, Lemma 1.3(ii), that P( = Lt

G and this special
case is proved.

Step 2. Suppose that H = A but that / = (~)x eGQ* is arbitrary. Let
: R*G -> (R*G)/(I*G) denote the natural map. Observe that, by

Lemma 1.3(iii), the prime ideals L of R*H with LnR = Q correspond
in a one-to-one manner with the prime ideals LofR*H with LnR = Q.
Similarly, the prime ideals P of R*G with PnR = I correspond in a
one-to-one manner with the prime ideals P of R*G with PnR = 0.
Note that (LG) = LG, so since LG 2 / *G we have clearly

(LG)~ = (ldRtG(LG)f = IdR.G(LG) = LG.

Hence since H is also the stabilizer of Q in G, the correspondence in
R*G, proved in Step 1, pulls back to yield the appropriate
correspondence in this case.

Step 3. Suppose that A 2 H is arbitrary. Now, by Step 2, the map G

yields a one-to-one correspondence between the prime ideals M of R * H
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with MnR = Q and the primes P of R*G with PnR = ()xeGQ*.
Furthermore, by considering the relationship R*A ^R*H, we see
that the map A yields a one-to-one correspondence between the prime
ideals M of R*H with MnR = Q and the primes L of R*A with
LnR=f]aeAQa. Since

p = MG = ( i f ) 0 = £G,
by Lemma 1.2(iii), part (i) is clearly proved.

Step 4. The back map. If x e A, then JL^L^L*G. Ifx$A, then
J £ {C\a±AQaY ^L* so since LSG is a right ideal of R*O we have
JL c £*#. Thus we see that JL s C\xsGLsG = LG = P and hence
J £ c P n (i2 • ^4). On the other hand, P ̂  LG so

Pn(R*A)^LGn(R*A) = L.

Now let / be a minimal covering prime of Pn(R*A) with I r\R~£J.
Then

and since I £J *A we have I => L. On the other hand, since
L 5 P n ( i J * i ) we can choose L' a minimal covering prime of
P n (R * A) with L 3 L'. 'Since f]aeAQs = Lr^R ^L'nR, and since
-4 =>H,we see that L' nR £J. Hence, by the above, L' ^>L,soL' = L
and the theorem is proved.

We remark that Theorem 1.7 holds for arbitrary rings and does not
require the Noetherian assumption. This is a consequence of [5,
Theorem 3.6] and Proposition 3.6 of this paper.

2. Group algebras
This section is devoted to proving the main theorems of the paper.

Indeed, we will actually obtain a number of more detailed results which
contain Theorems I-IV and which give a good deal of additional
information. Throughout this section, G will be assumed to be a
poly cyclic-by-finite group and K will denote a commutative field.

DEFINITIONS. (1) Recall from [8] that an ideal / of the group algebra
K[G] is called faithful if P = {x e G\ x-l e /} = <1> and almost
faithful iiP is finite. More generally, if N o G, then / is said to be almost
faithful mod N if V 2 N and [P: N] < oo. This of course occurs if and
only if / is the complete inverse image of an almost faithful ideal of
K[O/N].
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(2) An ideal / of K[G] is said to be standard [4] if
(i) I = (InK[^G)])K[G],
(ii) / n K[k(G)] is an intersection of almost faithful prime ideals of

Note that, by [4, Lemma 1.1], the intersection in (ii) above can always
be taken to be finite. A standard prime of K[G] is of course a standard
ideal which is prime.

Recall, from Lemma 1.2, that for any subgroup H of G and any ideal
L of K[H], we have

LG = id^LKiG]) = 0 (LK[G])X = 0 LXK[G].
xeG xeG

Furthermore, if H o G then the last expression becomes
LG = (C\xeGLx)K[Q]. The following lemma is a reformulation of [4,
Proposition 1.4]. Its content is in the second part which asserts that LG

is prime.

LEMMA 2.1. Any standard prime ideal P of K[G] can be written as
P = LGwith L an almost faithful prime ideal of K[k(G)]. Conversely if L is
an almost faithful prime of i£[A((r)], then LG is a standard prime ideal of
K[G].

The next lemma describes the behaviour of standard primes of K[G]
under restriction to K[H] where H is a normal subgroup of G of finite
index. In this situation, K[G] can be written as K[G] = K[H] * (G/H), a
crossed product of the finite group G/H over the ring K[H]. Thus results
on crossed products of finite groups apply when dealing with the
extensions K[H] S= K[G]. In particular, we know from Lemmas 1.3(i)
and 1.4(i) that for any prime P of K[G] we have P n K[H] = 0xeGQx,
where Q is a prime ideal of K[H] which is unique up to (r-conjugacy.

LEMMA 2.2. Let Hbea normal subgroup ofG of finite index and let Pbea
prime ideal of K[G\ Write P n K[H] = 0xeGQx with Q a prime ideal of

(i) P is standard if and only if Q is standard.
(ii) Assume that P is standard and write P = LG with L an almost

faithful prime of K[A(G)]. If J is a minimal covering prime of
L n K[k(H)), then JH is a minimal covering prime of P n K[H] and is
standard.

Proof. We first prove (ii). If U c G, let -nv: K[G] -* K[U] denote the
natural projection. Set D = A(//) and A = A((r), so that D = H n A
since [G:H]<co. Now, by assumption, P is standard so
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P = {Pr\ K[&])K[G] implies that TTA(P) C P. Hence, since D = H n A,
we have

TTD(PnK[H]) = T T A ( P n # [ # ] ) g p n # [ # ] .

I t follows from [7, Lemma 1.1.5(ii)] that / = P nK[H] is controlled
by D, that is, I = (I n K[D])K[H]. Moreover, since

PnZ[A] = LGnK[&] = f]xeGLx,

we see that

/ n K[D] = P n K[D] = f](LxnK[D])= f]{LnK[D])x.
xeG xeG

We claim now that any minimal covering prime J of L n K[D] is almost
faithful. Indeed, since LnK[D] is a A-prime ideal of K[D], we have
LnK[D] = f]yeAJy and hence VnD = 0yeA(J^)y. In particular, if
Z = Z(A) n Z>, then J^nZ = VnZ ^V. But L is almost faithful and
[Z): Z] < oo, so we conclude that J+ is finite.

It now follows from Lemma 2.1 that JH is a standard prime of K[H].
Moreover, since D o G,

P n K[H] = I = (In K[D])K[H] = 0 ( i n K[D])x • K[H]
x eG

= n JXK[H] = 0 ( 0 J ^ [ ^ ] ) -
x eG x eG y eH

= 0 (JH)*,
x eG

so that JHis clearly a minimal covering prime of P n K[H]. This proves
(ii) and one implication in (i) since the uniqueness of Q implies that Q is
G-conjugate to JH and hence is clearly standard.

Conversely, assume that Q is standard and, by [8, Lemma 5], write
Pn Z[A] = f]xeGNx with JV a prime ideal of K[b\. Since Q = MH for
some almost faithful prime ideal M of K[D], we have
Q n K[D] = nyeHMy and hence

0 (N n K[D])X = (Pn K[&\) n K[D] = (Pn K[H]) n K[D]
x eG

= C](QxnK[D])= f]Mx.
x eG x eG

Thus since these intersections are finite and M is prime, we have
JV n K[D] s Mx for some x e G and it follows that N^nD c (Jlf *)t.
Since the latter group is finite and [A : D] < oo, we conclude that JV is an
almost faithful prime of if [A]. Thus it follows from Lemma 2.1 that

P' = NG = ( 0 NX)K[G] = (Pn
x eG
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is a standard prime ideal of K[G] which is clearly contained in P. Finally
observe that since Q = (C\yeHMy)K[H], we have

(P n K[H])K[G] = ( 0 QX)K[G] = ( 0 MX)K[G]
x eG xeG

so that [PnK[H])K[G] ^P'^P. It now follows immediately from
Incomparability, Lemma 1.3(ii), that P = P'. Thus P is standard and
the lemma is proved.

Let us review and slightly extend some definitions from the
introduction.

DEFINITION. [8] A subgroup N ofG is called orbital ii[G: NG(iV)] < oo.
In addition, N is an isolated orbital subgroup if and only if N is orbital
and for all orbital subgroups M 3 N we have [M :N] = oo. If N is
orbital, then its isolator iG(N) is defined by

iG(N) = (M | M is orbital in G, M 3 N, and [if: iV] < oo>.

By [8, § 3.1] we know that [iG{N) :N] < oo, iG(N) is an isolated orbital
subgroup, and NG(iG(iV)) 2NG(iV).

The group # is called orbitally sound if and only if all its isolated
orbital subgroups are normal. By [8, Theorem C2], the intersection of
the normalizers of the isolated orbital subgroups of G, for any
polycyclic-by-finite group G, has finite index in G. Following [8] we
denote this latter subgroup by nio(Cr) so that nio(6r) is a characteristic
orbitally sound subgroup of G of finite index.

We are now ready to prove the following result which contains within
it Theorem I.

THEOREM 2.3. Let Gbea polycyclic-by-finite group and let Pbea prime
ideal ofK[G]. Suppose His a normal orbitally sound subgroup ofG of finite
index and write P n K[H] = DxeGQx with Q a prime of K[H]. Define
N = iG(Q% A = XG(N), andB = {xeG\Qx = Q}.

(i) A ^B 2# .
(ii) There exists a unique prime ideal T of K[A] with P = TG and

T n K[H] = C\aeAQa- Indeed T is the unique minimal covering prime of
P n K[A] not containing C\xiAQ*.

(iii) There exists an almost faithful sub N prime ideal L of K[VG(N)]
with T = LA and hence with P = LG. Indeed, L is a minimal covering
prime of TnK[VG(N)].
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Proof. We use the above notation. Recall that such a normal
subgroup H of finite index in G does indeed exist, for example we could
take H — nio{G), and that P n K[H] does indeed have the above
structure with Q unique up to G-conjugation. Furthermore, Qf -o H so
($ is orbital in G and N — ic(Q^) is an isolated orbital subgroup of G with
[N: # f] < oo and NG(JV) 3 NG(#f) 2 H. For convenience, let M be a
characteristic subgroup of N of finite index contained in Q\ Then
certainly M <i NG(iV) = A. Observe that if Qx = Q, then x certainly
normalizes Q^ and hence we have A 2 NG(Qt) 2 B 2 / / . Thus by
considering iC[(r] as a crossed product JK"[(T] = !£[//] * ( £ / # ) , we see from
Theorem 1.7(i) that there exists a unique prime ideal T of
K[H]*{A/H) = K[A] with TnK[H] = f]aeAQa and with P = TG.
Since Theorem 1.7(ii) characterizes T appropriately in terms of
P n K[A], parts (i) and (ii) are proved.

Let : K[A] -*• K[A/M] denote the natural map. Since M o H and
[Q?: M] < oo, it follows that Q is almost faithful modM. Furthermore,
H is orbitally sound so H is orbitally sound and hence, by [8, Theorem
C{\, Q is a standard prime of K[H\ Moreover, since
T n K[H] = 0a 6 A Q

a, we see by Lemma 1.3(iii) that T is a prime ideal of
K[A] with fnK[H] = 0aeAQa. We can now conclude from Lemma
2.2(i) that T is a standard prime oiK\A\. In other words, there exists an
almost faithful prime L of K[k(A)] with

By lifting the above expression back to K[A], we see that there exists
an almost faithful modM prime ideal L of K[VA(M)] with

T = ( 0 L 0 ) ^ ^ ] = LA.
a e A

Observe that N, M <3 A and [N :M] < oo. Hence it follows easily that
VA{M) = VA{N) = VG(iV). Note that iG(M) ^N ^M so ic(ilf) = N.
Furthermore, since V is orbital in A, it is orbital in G, and from V ^. M
and [Lf: M] < oo, we conclude that V<=iG(M) = N and that
[N: V] < oo. Thus we see that L is almost faithful sub N. Finally we
have T = LA and P = TG so Lemma 1.2(iii) yields P = {LA)G = LG.
Since T nK[VG(N)] = DaeALa, a finite intersection of primes, L is
clearly a minimal covering prime of T n -K"[VG(iV)]. The result follows.

DEFINITION. Let P be a prime ideal of K[G], N an isolated orbital
subgroup of G, and L an almost faithful sub N prime ideal of K[VG(N)].
If P = LG, then N is said to be a vertex of P and we write N = vxG(P).
Furthermore, for this N, L is said to be a source of P.
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The previous theorem gives a means of finding at least one vertex and
source for P. This will become all the more useful once we prove a
uniqueness result. This is in fact done in the next theorem which
contains within it Theorems II and III.

THEOREM 2.4. Let N be an isolated orbital subgroup of G and let L be an
almost faithful sub N prime ideal of K[VG(N)]. Then P = LG is a
prime ideal of K[G]. Furthermore, if H = nio(G) and if

PnK[H] = Q1nQ2n...nQn,

an intersection of G-conjugate primes, then we have that
(i) for some Q = Qh N = iG{Q^) so that N is uniquely determined by P

up to conjugation in G,
(ii) for thisN, the ideal L is uniquely determined by P up to conjugation

byA= KG(N).
(iii) if J is any minimal covering prime of I n K[VG(N) n H], then

J" = Q° for some ae A. Furthermore, VG(N) nH =

Proof. Set A = NG(iV) and let H = nio{G) so that, by definition,
H <=A. Since [N : N n H] < oo and [N : V] < oo, we can choose M to be
a characteristic subgroup of N of finite index with M ^N nH and
M c U. Thus M <] A and therefore also M <3 H. Furthermore, since
[N:M]< co we have iG(M) = N, so NG(M) = A, and then clearly
VG(MH= VG(N).

Let : K[A] -> If |yl/J/] denote the natural map. Then L is an almost
faithful prime of K[&(A)], since VG(M) = VG(N), and we conclude from
Lemma 2.1 that

f = U = ( 0 La)K[A]

is a standard prime of K[A]. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.2(i),
f r\K[H] = C]d€jQ

r' is a finite intersection of ^[-conjugate standard
primes of K[H]. Lifting this information to if[^4], we see immediately
that

T = LA = ( 0 La)K[A]
a e A

is a prime ideal of K[A] and that TnK[H] = C\aeAQa is a finite
intersection of A -conjugate primes of K[H] which are almost faithful
modi/.

Set B = {x E G | Qx = Q) so that ^ c £ c ( ? a n d surely B s N'G(Q+).
Observe that [Qf: M] < oo and Q1 is orbital in G so iG{Q?) = iG{M) = N
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and hence B <= NG(#f) ^ NG(iV) = A. We now view K[G] as the crossed
product K[H]*(G/H). Then, since B <=A, it follows from Theorem
1.7(i) that P = TG is a prime ideal of K[G] and, since TG = (2/)G = £G

by Lemma 1.2(iii), the first assertion is proved. Furthermore, by
Theorem 1.7(i) again, Q is a minimal covering prime of
PnK[H] = QinQ2n ... nQn so Q = Qt for some i. Thus since
N = iG{Q?), (i) is proved.

Now suppose both JV and P = LG are known. We consider those Qt

with iG{Q\) = N. Since Qt = Qx for some x E G, we have

and hence this occurs if and only if x E A. In particular, the ideal
C\aeAQa is the intersection of all the minimal covering primes Qt of
P n K[H] with iG{Q\) = iV̂  and this is surely determined by N and P. It
now follows from Theorem 1.7(ii) that the prime ideal T of K[A] is
uniquely determined by the conditions TG = P and
TnK[H] = C\aeAQa. But T = LA and L is certainly a minimal
covering prime of T n K[VG(N)] = nfl6 i4^a, so L is unique up to
conjugation in A. This proves (ii).

Finally, recall that T = LA is a standard prime oiK\A\. Thus Lemma
2.2(ii) asserts that if J is any minimal covering prime of L n K[A(H)],
then Jfl is a minimal covering prime of T n K[H] = f\€ ^ $d a n d hence
J/7 = Qa for some a e i . Lifting this information back to K[A], we see
that for any minimal covering prime J of L r\ K\V^M)], we have
JH = Qa for some aeA. Since clearly V^M) = V ^ ) = VG(N) nH,
the theorem is proved.

It remains to prove Theorem IV. The following lemma contains some
technical details that will be needed in the proof. Recall that the central
rank of a prime ideal P of K[G] is defined in [4] by

c.r. P = tr.deg.KZ(2(K[G]/P)),

and that h(G) denotes the Hirsch number of the polycyclic-by-finite
group G.

LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group and let P be a prime
ideal of K[G].

(i) Suppose H is a normal subgroup of G of finite index and write
P n K[H] = P\xeGQx with Q a prime ideal of K[H]. Then

c.r.P = c.r.Q, h g t P = hgtQ.
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(ii) Suppose G is an f.c. group. Then

hgtP = h(G)-c.r. P

and c.r. P = 0 if and only if dimKK[G]/P < oo.

Proof, (i) The equality c.r. P = c.r. Q is proved in [4, Lemma 4.3 (iii)],
and the equality hgtP = hgtQ follows easily from Lemma 1.4(i)
together with the Incomparability and Going Down results proved in
Lemma 1.3(ii)(iv).

(ii) Let G be an f.c. group and let Z be a torsion-free central subgroup
of G with [0: Z] < oo. Then P n K[Z] is prime in K[Z] and it follows
from part (i) that hgt P = hgt(P n K[Z]). But K[Z] is a domain which is
a finitely generated commutative iC-algebra so the classical Dimension
Theorem of commutative algebra [6, Theorem 23, pp. 84-85] shows that

hgt(PnK[Z]) + c.r.(PnK[Z]) = tr.deg. KK[Z] = rankZ.

Of course rank Z = h{Z) = h(G) and c.r.(P n K[Z]) = c.r. P, by part (i).
Thus we see that hgt P +c.r. P = h(G). Finally, c.r. P = 0 if and only if
c.r.(P n K[Z]) = 0 and the latter is clearly equivalent to
dimKK[Z]I(P n K[Z]) < oo. But [G:Z] < oo so this in turn is surely
equivalent to dimKK[G]/P < oo and the result follows.

The proof of Theorem IV now follows quite simply. As we pointed out
in the introduction, this result merely translates known invariants into
the language of vertices and sources. Note that the plinth length PY(G) is
defined in [8, §2.3] for G a polycyclic group. However, the definition
extends naturally to all polycyclic-by-finite groups since finite factors
are immaterial here.

Proof of Theorem IV. We assume that P is a prime ideal of K[G] with
vertex N and source L so that P = LG. Let H = nio(G) and use the
notation and results of Theorem 2.4. In particular, if J is a minimal
covering prime of LnK[VG(N) n H], then Q = (JH)a for some
a G A = NG(iy). Thus by replacing L by If and J by Ja if necessary, we
can clearly assume that a = 1 and Q = JH. Let ~: K[H] -• K[H/Q^]
denote the natural map.

(i) By Lemma 2.5(i), c.r. P = c.r. Q and c.r. L = c.r. J. Further-
more, since Q = JR is standard by [8, Theorem Cl] and since
WG(NJnH =yH(Qi), it follows from [4, Corollary 3.3(ii)] that
c.r. Q = c.r. J and hence that c.r. Q = c.r. J. Thus we have
c.r. P = c.r. Q = c.r. J = c.r. L.
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(ii) The height formula given in [8, §2.4] states that

hgtQ = hgt J+PH{Q'),

and Lemma 2.5(ii) yields

hgtj = h(V*H(Q*))-c.r.J.

Clearly c.r. J = c.r. J = c.r. L where the latter equality was obtained in
(i) above. Since hgtP = hgtQ, by Lemma 2.5(i), we now have

hgtP = h(^H(Q^))+pH(Q^)-c.r.L.

Finally, it follows easily from the definition of plinth length that

and pw(VH(Qf)) = pA{VG(N)), where the latter holds since [A : H] < oo
and Vw(Qf) = VG{N) n H. Thus

hgtP=pA(VG(N))-c.r.L

and (ii) is proved.
(iii) Let K be a non-absolute field. Then we know, by [4, Theorem 5.2]

which is a consequence of [8, Theorem F2], that P is primitive if and
only if c.r. P = 0. Hence, in view of part (i), this occurs if and only if
o.r.L = 0. Let ": K[VG(N)] -• K[VG(N)/V] denote the natural map.
Then K[VG(N)]/L <x K[VGjN))/L so it suffices to show that c.r. L = 0 if
and only if dim KK[VG(N)]/L < oo. But [JV : V] < oo so VG(iV) is an f.c.
group and thus Lemma 2.5(ii) yields this fact. This concludes the proof
of Theorem IV.

3. Further comments on induced ideals
In this brief final section, we comment on some elementary but useful

properties of the induced ideals LG. We also show that, for A = H, the
correspondence given in Theorem 1.7 is identical to the one of [5,
Theorem 3.6]. The first lemma, which describes briefly a certain
monotonic property of the operator VG, is essentially contained in [8,
§7.1]. We include it here to avoid confusion over certain formal
differences in definition.

LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group and let Nl c N2 be
orbital subgroups with N2 isolated. Then VG(iV\) c VG(N2).

Proof. Since Nt ^N2, it clearly suffices to show that
VG(#j) ^ NG(iV2). To this end, let x e V^iVJ. Then there certainly
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exists a normal subgroup H of finite index in G with the commutator
[H, x] contained in Nl. Moreover, H n N2 is an orbital subgroup of G of
finite index in N2 which is normalized by x, since

[HnN2,x] ^HnNt ^HnN2.

Finally, N2 is isolated so iG(H nN2) = N2 and x therefore also
normalizes N2.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group and let P be a
prime ideal of K[G]. If N is an isolated orbital subgroup of G with
N 2 vxG(P), then P = IG for some prime ideal I of K[SG(N)].

Proof. Set V = vxG(P) so that, by definition, P = LGfor some almost
faithful sub F prime ideal L of K[VG(V)]. Since F S N, it follows from
the preceding lemma that VG(F) ^ VG(JV) c N c ( I ) = i . Hence by
Lemma 1.2(iii), if / = LA, then P = LG = (LA)G = IG. Since
[G: A] < oo, it is clear that V is an isolated orbital subgroup of A and
that V^F) = VG(F). Thus, by Theorem III, / = LA is indeed a prime
ideal.

We now consider crossed products R * G with R and G arbitrary and
we identify the ideals LG as the annihilators of certain induced modules.
If H is a subgroup of G and F is a right R * //-module, then as usual we
write F G = V ®R, HR*G for the induced R * (r-module.

LEMMA 3.3. Let R*Gbe given, let Hbea subgroup of G, and let L be an
ideal of R*H. If L = annR(W(F) for some R*H-module V, then
LG = ann^. G(FG). In particular, we have LG = a,nnR0G((R * H/L)G).

Proof, lix 6 G, then it is trivial to see that a e R • G annihilates F
if and only if a e LXG. Thus since FG = 2* 6G ̂  ® ̂ > w e conclude from
Lemma 1.2(i) that

xeG

Finally, since L = annR. ̂ R * H/'L), the result follows.

In the next lemma, we collect a number of standard facts concerning
induced modules. For example, part (iii) is an obvious extension of the
Mackey Decomposition Theorem [1, p. 324] to crossed products. Let H
be a subgroup of G. If F is a right R * //-module and if x e G, then we let
Vx = F (g)x denote the conjugate module for the subring
{R*Hf = R* (//*). Furthermore, for any right R • G-module W, we let
WI H denote its restriction to R * H.
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LEMMA 3.4. Let E*Gbe given, let Hbea subgroup ofG and letV,Vl} and
V2 be right R • H-modules.

( i ) / / ^ c ] V c G, then VG* (VN)G.

(iii) Let N be any subgroup of G and let D be a full set of (H, N)-double
coset representatives in G. Then

d eD

In view of the relationship, described in Lemma 3.3, between induced
ideals and induced modules, the above facts immediately translate into
corresponding assertions concerning induced ideals. Observe that part
(i) below already appears in Lemma 1.2(iii).

LEMMA 3.5. Let R*Gbe given, let Hbea subgroup ofG, and let L, LY, and
L2 be ideals of R*H.

(i) IfH^N £# , then LG = (LN)G-
(ii) (L1nL2)

G = L1
GnL2

G.
(iii) Let N be any subgroup of G and let D be a full set of (H, N)-double

coset representatives in G. Then

LGn(R*N)= fj {L*nR*(HdnN)f.
d e D

We close this section by relating the results of § 1 to the more general
considerations of [5, § 3]. Let R * G be given with G finite and with R an
arbitrary (9-prime ring. Then, by [5, Lemma 3.1(i)], there exists a prime
ideal Q of R with P\xeGQ* = 0. As in § 1, we set H = {x e G\ Q* = Q],
N = a,nnRQ, and, in addition, we let M = J/XeGN£ so that M is a non-
zero G-invariant ideal of R. IfL is a prime ideal of R * H with LnR = Q,
then it is shown in [5, Theorem 3.6] that

Lv={oteR*G\M*<= GNLG]

is a prime ideal of R*G with Lv n R = 0. Indeed, the map v yields a one-
to-one correspondence between the set of prime ideals L of R * H with
LnR = Q and the set of prime ideals P of R * G with P n R = 0. The
following proposition shows that this correspondence coincides with
that of Theorem 1.7 (with A = H).

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let R*Gbe given with G finite and with Ra G-prime
ring. Let Q, H and v be as above. If L is a prime ideal of R*H with
LnR = Q, thenLv = LG.
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Proof. Define E ~ {y e R*H\ NMy c L } . Since N and M are H-

in variant, it follows easily that E is an ideal ofR*H and hence we have
(NM*H)E ^£,. But L is prime and LnR = Q implies that
NM * H §fc L, so we conclude that E ^L.

Let {a^,^, ...,#„} be a right transversal for H in (9, let a. e Lv and
write a = 2 a« î with a; 6 R*H. Then, by definition, Moc ^ GNLG so [5,
Lemma 3.3(i)] yields

NMoc c NGNLG c L(9 = 2 M--

Hence we see that NMoti ̂ L so oti e E <=L and a e L(r. We have
therefore shown that Z/ <= L6r and thus Lv ^ IdR, c ( ^ ) = ^G-

Let~: .R*^ -• (R*H)/{Q*H) = (R/Q)*H denote the natural map.
Then Z n ^ = 0, by Lemma 1.3(iii), so [5, Theorem 3.6] asserts that
P = U is a prime ideal of R*G with P n i ? = 0. Now let / = LG.
Then / ^ LG so we have I r\ R ^ Lr\R = Q and hence

0^
xeG

Finally, P g / and InR = 0 yields LV = P = I = LG by
Incomparability [5, Lemma 3.7], and the proposition is proved.
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